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Description
jquery validation failing for tracker field 'date and time' after upgrade from 12.x to 14.x

The field "date and time" had no validation defined in its tracker field. In 12.x, you could add a tracker item normally. In 14.x, you cannot: Tiki complains that the date is not valid.

Reproduced here in a 14.x site:
Attempt to insert an item, selecting some date at "My date field".

This worked in 12.x as expected (no complain when selecting dropdown fields in a tracker date and time field).

See it working in this equivalent 12.x instance:

Solution
r56175 but i'm not sure if i should really remove the class "date" from these select dropdowns instead - or re-class them as datetime or something else?

thanks jonny, fixed!. Keep the class as-is, maybe, unless anybody else pushes for a class change?
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